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Abstract 

Forecasting the prices of metals is important in many aspects of economics. Metal prices are also vital 

variables in financial models for revenue evaluation, which forms the basis of an effective payment regime 

using resource policymakers. According to the severe changes of the metal prices in the recent years, the 

classic estimation methods cannot correctly estimate the volatility. In order to solve this problem, it is 

necessary to use the artificial algorithms, which have a good ability to predict the volatility of various 

phenomena. In the present work, the gene expression programming (GEP) method was used to predict the 

copper price volatility. In order to understand the ability of this method, the results obtained were compared 

with the other classical prediction methods. The results indicated that the GEP method was much better than 

the time series and multivariate regression methods in terms of the prediction accuracy. 
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1. Introduction 

Copper is one of the most important industrial 

metals, which plays vital roles in various aspects 

in today's economies. Similar to crude oil, gold, 

and other commodity markets, the future market is 

the main pricing and trading market for copper 

[1]. Copper future price has a marked impact on 

some metal prices [2]. On the other hand, for 

some countries such as Chile and Zambia, whose 

economy relies extensively on copper production, 

fluctuations in copper price is very important [3]. 

Therefore, knowing the copper price changes may 

play an important role in making the correct 

decisions for applying the administrative options 

for extending or restricting the mining activities 

via mining project managers and shareholders. 

Significant volatilities in the copper price, 

especially in the recent years, has led to the classic 

prediction approaches that do not have the ability 

to estimate the price changes. Hence, numerous 

researchers have tried to predict the mineral prices 

using artificial methods. Xie et al. have proposed 

a new method for crude oil price prediction based 

on a support vector machine (SVM) model. They 

compared their model with the other ones, which 

were developed using artificial neural networks 

(ANNs) and genetic algorithm (GA). The results 

obtained show that like ANN and GA, SVM is a 

capable method for forecasting the crude oil price 

[4]. Hadavandi et al. have developed a time series 

model for gold price and exchange rate 

forecasting based on particle swarm optimization 

(PSO) [5]. Dehghani and Ataee-pour have 

predicted the copper price using binomial tree [6]. 

Dehghani et al. have estimated the price and 

operating cost in a copper mine using  

multi-dimensional binomial tree [7]. 

Kriechbaumer et al. have used an improved 

combined wavelet-autoregressive integrated 

moving average (ARIMA) to forecast the monthly 

price of aluminum, copper, lead, and zinc [8]. Li 

and Li have studied the volatility of the copper 

price using time series functions [1]. Lasheras et 

al. have used the ARIMA and ANNs methods in 

order to predict the copper spot price in New York 

Commodity Exchange (COMEX). The results of 

this research work show that the estimation error 

of the neural network is always less than the time 

series model [3]. Chen et al. have investigated the 
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changes in various metals prices using the grey 

wave forecasting method [9]. Mostafaa and  

El-Masry have predicted the crude oil price using 

gene expression programming (GEP) and ANNs 

[10]. Liu and li have forecasted the gold price and 

analyzed the related influential factors based on 

random forest [11]. Liu et al. have predicted the 

copper price using decision tree learning. Their 

model forecast the copper price using price 

volatility of several materials such as crude oil, 

gold, and silver [12]. Dehghani and Bogdanovic 

have proposed a new model based on the time 

series functions and bat algorithm [13]. 

According to the above-mentioned points and 

importance of copper price volatility, the current 

research work tries to estimate the copper price 

using GEP. 

2. Gene expression programming (GEP) 

GEP is a new, popular, and evolutionary 

technique (EC) that deals with complex types of 

problems through the use of a linear tree 

representation [14]. In fact, GEP was introduced 

as a reaction to the complexity that GP 

experiences with tree structures, and the difficulty 

that other linear representations of programs 

experience in ensuring the validity of their 

evolved structures. GEP is able to create trees 

indirectly, by encoding the mass vectors of 

symbols and translating them into trees only in 

order to evaluate their fitness. This allows simple 

genetic operators, as found in GAs, while 

evolving complex and expressive trees, as GP 

does. It is also justified biologically in what 

Ferreira calls the “phenotype barrier”, where the 

genotype must be expressed as a more complex 

structure in order to have an effect on the 

environment [15]. The EC techniques are useful 

when the search space is large and complex, and 

solutions are ill-defined apriori [16]. The EC 

techniques are based upon the Darwinian 

evolution principle, which suggests that 

populations evolve through inheritance where a 

concept of fitness reflects the population's ability 

to survive. GEP was first introduced to the GP 

community by Ferreira [17, 18]. Thus it is the 

most recent development in the field of artificial 

evolutionary systems [18]. GEP starts with 

allocating a fixed length chromosome to the 

randomly generated initial population. Then the 

chromosomes are explicitly expressed, and each 

individual's fitness is evaluated. The individuals 

with high fitness are selected to improve the 

solution. This process is iterated for a  

pre-specified number of generations or until an 

“optimal” solution has been found. Figure 1 

provides a flowchart of the GEP structure. 

 

 
Figure 1. Flowchart of GEP. 

 

3. Methodology 

Many factors may contribute to the fluctuation of 

copper prices. Charlot and Marimoutou have 

mentioned that the price of copper may relate to 

other metal prices in the market, as alternatives 

[19]. For example, when other metal prices fall 

down, the copper price is likely to follow the same 

trend. Chang, et al. believed that copper price 

could be related to some variables such as lean 

hogs price and coffee price in an unanticipated 

way [20]. Joseph and Kundig have shown that the 

copper price is likely to depend upon energy cost 

such as the prices of crude oil and natural gas due 

to the connection to the production of copper [21]. 

As Gargano and Timmermann mentioned in their 

research work, the copper price could be related to 
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the demand and consumption in industries, which 

turns to be affected by the general economy 

environment [22]. Therefore, the copper price 

might be a function of generic economic 

indicators such as the NIKKEI and Dow Jones 

indices. Since copper producing countries trade 

their products on world markets with dollar 

denominations, the exchange rate between 

supplier and demander currency might be 

correlated to copper price. 

Based on the above reasoning, and subjected to 

the data availability, for investing the effect of the 

above-mentioned parameters on the copper price 

volatilities, at the first step, the affecting 

parameters were divided into five major groups, 

i.e. energy price, metal price, exchange rate, 

global stock market changes, and crude price. At 

the second step, the datasets were gathered from 

2009 to 2016. All the data were downloaded from 

http://www.investing.com. Then the copper price 

changes were forecasted using three methods, i.e 

GEP, multivariate regression, and time series 

function. Finally, the results obtained were 

compared together. Figure 2 shows the 

methodology of the current research work. 

 

 
Figure 2. Flowchart of copper price prediction. 

 

3.1. Correlation between copper price and 

other commodity prices 

Pearson cross-correlation coefficients were used 

to quantify the observed qualitative correlations 

between copper and the other selected variables. 

The Pearson cross-correlation coefficient 

measures the linear correlation, and therefore, the 

degree of linear dependence, between two 

variables, giving a value between +1 and −1 [23]. 

A coefficient of +1 is total positive correlation, 0 

is no correlation, and −1 is total negative 

correlation [23]. The Pearson cross-correlation 

coefficient is defined as follows: 

 
,

cov ,



c i
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 (1) 

where ,i cr  is the Pearson cross-correlation 

coefficient between parameter i and copper price, 
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cP  and 
iP  are the standard deviations of the 

copper price and value of parameter i, 

respectively, and the covariance between the 

copper price and value of parameter i is calculated 

as below: 

    
1

1
cov ,



  
n

i c cj c ij i

j

P P P P P P
n

 (2) 

where 
cjP  is the price of copper in day j, 

ijP  is 

the value of variable in day j, 
cP  is the average of 

the copper prices, ijP  is the average of the value 

of the variable, and n is the number of datasets. 

3.1.1. Copper price versus energy price 

In order to find the effect of the energy price 

changes on the copper price volatilities, the price 

of the main energies such as Brent crude oil, 

OPEC crude oil, West Texas Intermediate (WTI), 

coal, and natural gas were gathered. The 

coefficient of correlation of the copper price and 

energy prices from 2009 to 2015 is shown in 

Figure 3. It is obvious that Brent crude oil price 

and natural gas price had the highest and lowest 

correlation with copper price, respectively. The 

small correlation coefficient for the natural gas 

might indicate that it plays a less important role 

than crude oil in the production process of copper 

[21]. 

 

  
a) Copper price versus WTI oil price. b) Copper price versus Brent oil price. 

  
c) Copper price versus natural gas price. d) Copper price versus OPEC oil price. 

 
e) Copper price versus coal price. 

Figure 3. Correlation between copper price and energy prices. 
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3.1.2. Copper price versus metal prices 

In order to study the effect of the metal price 

changes on the copper price volatilities, the price 

of some metals such as gold, silver, zinc, nickel, 

and aluminum were gathered. The coefficient of 

correlation of the copper price and metal prices 

from 2009 to 2015 is shown in Figure 4. 

According to this figure, aluminum price and zinc 

price had the highest and lowest correlation with 

copper price, respectively. 

 

  
a) Copper price versus gold price. b) Copper price versus nickel price. 

  
c) Copper price versus silver price. d) Copper price versus aluminum price. 

 
e) Copper price versus zinc price. 

Figure 4. Correlation between copper price and metal prices. 

 

3.1.3. Copper price versus exchange rates 

In order to investigate the effect of the exchange 

rate changes on the copper price volatilities, the 

exchange rates of some copper supplier and 

demander countries were gathered. The currency 

of Chile and China, as the biggest producers of the 

copper, and China, European countries, and USA, 

as the biggest consumers of the copper, i.e. USD 

(United States Dollar), CLP (Chilean Peso), 

EURO (European Currency Unit), CNY (Chinese 

Yuan) and IDR (Indonesian Rupiah) were 

selected. The coefficient of correlation of the 

copper price and exchange rates from 2009 to 

2015 is shown in Figure 5. According to this 

figure, USD/CLP and USD/CNY had the highest 

and lowest correlation with copper price, 

respectively. 
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a) Copper price versus USD/CNY. b) Copper price versus USD/CLP. 

  
c) Copper price versus USD/IDR. d) Copper price versus USD/EURO. 

Figure 5. Correlation between copper price and exchange rate. 

 

3.1.4. Copper price versus global stock market 

changes 

In order to find the effect of the global stock 

market changes on the copper price volatilities, 

the indices of some global stock markets such as 

S&P, NASDAQ, Dow Jones, and NIKKEI were 

gathered. The coefficient of correlation of the 

copper price and global stock market changes 

from 2009 to 2015 is shown in Figure 6. 

According to this figure, there is no significant 

correlation between these indices and copper 

price. 

 

  
a) Copper price versus S&P index. b) Copper price versus NASDAQ index. 

  
c) Copper price versus DOW Jones index. d) Copper price versus NIKKEI index. 

Figure 6. Correlation between copper price and indices. 
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3.1.5. Copper price versus crop price 

In order to investigate the effect of the crop price 

changes on the copper price volatilities, the price 

of some crops such as wheat, corn, coffee, and 

cocoa were gathered. The coefficient of 

correlation of the copper price and crop prices 

from 2009 to 2015 is shown in Figure 7. It is 

obvious that the coffee price and cocoa price had 

the highest and lowest correlation with the copper 

price, respectively. 

 

  
a) Copper price versus coffee price. b) Copper price versus cocoa price. 

  
c) Copper price versus corn price. d) Copper price versus wheat price. 

Figure 7. Correlation between copper price and food price. 

 

4. Copper price prediction 

Using Figures 3-7, the most correlated parameters 

with the copper price were selected. Figure 8 

shows the coefficient of correlation between the 

considered parameters and the copper price. It is 

assumed that the copper price is a function of the 

important variables, the score of which was at 

least 80%, i.e. silver price, nickel price, aluminum 

price, OPEC crude oil price, WTI crude oil price, 

BRENT crude oil price, and USD to CLP 

exchange rate. 

 
Figure 8. Pearson's correlation coefficients between copper price and selected affecting factors. 
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4.1. Gene expression programming (GEP) in 

this study 

Since the copper price time series appears to be 

non-linear and non-stationary, the GEP model can 

be used. This technique has been selected because 

it is able to perform non-linear modeling and 

adaptation. It also does not assume a priori any 

functional form of the time series analyzed [24]. 

In order to conduct the analysis, the silver price, 

nickel price, aluminum price, OPEC crude oil 

price, WTI crude oil price, BRENT crude oil 

price, and USD to CLP exchange rate were 

assumed as the input and the copper price was 

assumed as the output. For developing the model, 

the datasets were partitioned into a training set 

(from 2009 to 2015) and a test set (from 2016 to 

2017). GeneXpro 5.0 software package was used 

to conduct the analysis because this software has 

extensive GEP and soft computing tools. 

The GEP modeling includes five major stages 

[25]. The first one is to select the fitness function. 

In this work, an R-squared fitness function was 

used, which is very useful in multivariate 

regression applications since it selects the model 

with the highest explanatory power. The second 

stage involves the selection of a set of terminals 

(T) and a set of functions (F) in order to form 

chromosomes. In this work, terminals were 

considered  ( 1), ( 2),...i iT P t P t   , where 

( 1)iP t   is the value of the variable i in time 

( 1)t  . In this work, the four major arithmetic 

operators along with several other functions were 

used:  , , , /, , ln( ), ,...F power x square    . 

The third stage involves the selection of the 

chromosomal architecture. In this work, we 

selected a chromosome with a head length = 8 and 

the number of genes per chromosome was set to 7. 

The fourth stage encompasses the selection of the 

type of linking function. The addition function 

was used to link the sub-expression trees. Finally, 

in the last stage, a set of genetic operators and 

rates have to be selected. In this work, in order to 

increase fitness, a combination of all possible 

genetic operators such as mutation, transposition, 

and cross-over were selected. The genetic 

operators and rates were chosen using the trial and 

error method. Table 1 shows the GEP parameters 

used in this work. 

The best fitness obtained using the GEP 

specifications mentioned above was 0.931 for 

predicting data (2009-2015) and 0.801 for 

validating data (2016-2017), and the 

corresponding expression trees are shown in 

Figure 9. 

Based on the statistical results presented above, 

the GEP technique appears to be very accurate in 

predicting copper prices. Figure 10 shows the real 

series versus the predicted series from 2016 to 

2017. 

 
Table 1. GEP parameters. 

Parameter Value Parameter Value 

Generations required to train model 1000 Gene size 58 

Complexity of model before simplification 60 Head size 8 

Complexity of model after simplification 26 Tail size 20 

Generations required for simplification 25 Linking function Addition 

Inversion rate 0.1 Mutation rate 0.045 

IS transportation rate 0.1 Chromosome length 30 

RIS transportation rate 0.1 Number of genes 7 

One-point recombination rate 0.3 Gene recombination rate 0.1 

Two-point recombination rate 0.3 Gene transportation rate 0.1 
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Figure 9. Model expression tree. 

 

 
Figure 10. Real copper price versus predicted copper price. 

 

4.2. Multivariate regression 

In order to compare the results of the developed 

model with other forecasting models, a 

multivariate regression model was developed 

using the input and output data. For preparing this 

model, SPSS 20.0 was used. Equation 3 shows the 

multivariate regression model. 

/

min

0.331756+0.008012 P +

0.000994 P +0.028878 P -

0.00094 P -0.021347 P +

0.00000163 P +0.001191 P

 

 

 

 

copper silver

WTI brent

USD CLP OPEC

nickel alu um

P

 (3) 
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Figure 11 shows the correlation coefficient of the presented model. 

 
Figure 11. Comparison between real and predicted copper price. 

 

4.3. Time series function 

In order to develop the copper price volatility time 

series estimation model, the copper price 

historical datasets were gathered from 2009 to 

2016. The datasets from 2009 to 2015 were used 

for training the models, and the 2016-2017 

datasets were used for validating the models. 

@risk (Ver. 7.5) was applied for estimating the 

copper price changes using the time series. In 

order to achieve this purpose, all functions were 

used. It was observed that BMMR and GARCH 

were the best and worst copper price estimation 

functions, respectively. The estimation parameters 

 , ,    of BMMR function were 3.285, 0.109, 

and 0.019, respectively. Figure 12 shows the 

distribution of the simulated correlation 

coefficient of the real and predicted copper price. 

The number of iterations was considered to be 

5000. The mean correlation coefficient for the 

proposed model was 0.37. Although the minimum 

and maximum correlation coefficient were -0.80 

and 0.87, at the 90 percent confidence level, the 

correlation coefficient was between -0.25 and 

0.72. 

 

 
Figure 12. Simulation of correlation coefficient. 

 

5. Discussion 

Comparison between the forecasting models is 

presented in Table 2. According to this table, the 

results obtained from GEP are better than those 

from the multivariate regression and time series 

methods. It is because of the great ability of GEP 

for using the several mathematical functions in the 

forecasting process. Also using the multi-

parameters has increased the accuracy of 

estimation. 

 
Table 2. Comparison between predicting models. 

 Correlation coefficient R-Squared RMSE MSE 

Gene expression programming 0.80 0.64 0.17 0.03 

Multivariate regression 0.63 0.40 0.18 0.03 

Time series functions 0.37 0.14 0.55 0.37 
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6. Conclusions 

In this work, the copper price was estimated using 

multivariate regression, time series, and gene 

expression programming (GEP). The aim of this 

research work was to find the ability of GEP in 

order to estimate the commodity price. According 

to this, in the first stage, the best estimation 

models of time series functions and multivariate 

regression were selected for copper price volatility 

prediction. After that, the results obtained were 

compared with the GEP estimation results. The 

most important time series functions were used 

for estimating the copper price changes. Among 

them, the BMMR time series function with a 

mean RMSE of 0.55 presented the best 

estimation. Also RMSE of the multivariate 

regression model was 0.18. 

The results obtained for GEP provide remarkable 

improvements. The results have a much higher 

accuracy and, unlike BMMR and multivariate 

regression models, they are closer to the reality. 

Based on the foregoing facts, it can be confirmed 

that the suggested methodology can be 

successfully applied for prediction of the copper 

price volatility. 

So far this methodology has only been applied for 

the copper price volatility prediction but it is 

obvious that the proposed model can be used for 

solving a large scale of prediction problems in 

various fields such as mining, management, 

economy, and production. 
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 چکیده:

 ک ه  اس ت  درآم د  یابی  ارز یمال یها مدل در یاتیح یرهایمتغاز جمله  فلز متیقاز سوی دیگر . اهمیت دارد یاقتصاد مسائل از یاریبس در فلزات متیق ینیب شیپ

تغیی رات را   حیص ح  ط ور  ب ه  توانن د  ینم   کیکالس برآورد یها روش ر،یاخ یها سال در فلز متیق دیشد راتییتغ به توجه با. داردرا در پی  بعامن تخصیص بهینه از

 مختل    یه ا  دهی  پد نوس انات  بین ی  پ یش  یبرا یخوب ییتوانا که شود استفاده یمصنوعهوشمند  یها تمیالگور از است الزم مشکل نیا حل یبرا. بینی کنند پیش

 روش، نی  ا ییتوان ا  درک یب را . اس ت  قرار گرفت ه  استفادهمورد  مس متیق تغییرات ینیب شیپ یبرا( GEP) ژن انیب نویسی برنامه روش ،پژوهش حاضر در. دارند

زم انی و   س ری  ه ای  روش نس بت ب ه   GEP روش ک ه  داد نش ان  نتایج. ه استشد سهیمقاتخمین  کیکالسهای  روش گریدنتایج حاصل از  با آمده دست به جینتا

 از دقت بیشتری برخوردار است. متغیره چند رگرسیون

 زمانی. های نویسی بیان ژن، تخمین، سری قیمت مس، برنامه کلمات کلیدی:

 

 

 

 


